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From The

Horse’s Mouth
to be a voice for and to protect all, equine through equine rescue, education, and
advocacy and to establish and inspire positive human-animal bonds.

Help 4 Horses
4-H Club

Horse Helpers sponsors an
equine 4-H for Avery and
Watauga Counties with
support from The Farm in
Banner Elk. For More
information contact Amy
Hudnall at
horsehelpersnc@gmail.com
or Bobbie Willard, Avery
County Extension Agent and
4-H Coordinator at
bobbie_willard@ncsu.edu

From The Director
Dear Horse Helpers,
I always have more to say than you probably want to read. So much is
happening on the farm, all the time. When I am not careful I am
consumed by the things we need to do and forget what is truly of value.
When that happens, healing at the rescue becomes stuck, with little to
no forward change. This is because deep healing for equine and people
doesn't occur just in our bodies, but also in our spirits. For the horses to
regain their core, they need us, the volunteer, to stop our clocks, turn off
our our inner voices, and be present with them in the moment. Learning to
do this not only helps the horses get better, but it also helps us, the
volunteers, find a way to stay centered in a chaotic world
Horse Helpers' awareness that healing was happening to every species on
the farm led the board to a major policy change this spring: a new mission
statement, and one I think better expresses what happens at Horse Helpers
and what we are trying to accomplish. I hope you, too, will be pleased. Horse
Helpers mission is to be a voice for, and to protect all, equine
through equine rescue, education, and advocacy and to establish and
inspire human-animal bonds.

Winnie

To explain a little more about our new mission, one must think about humans
and equines relationships to time and space and how we can grow in a
symbiotic relationship a horse. Dr. Allan J. Hamilton, MD, author ofZen Mind,
Zen Horse: The Science and Spirituality of Working with Horses expresses
differences in time and space far better than I, so this newsletter includes an
excerpt from this amazing book. I recommend it to everyone interested in
human-animal bonds. Hamilton writes:
Occasionally we experience a sudden, intuitive shift in our
understanding. . . . Falling from a height--a ladder, a tree, a diving platform,
even a parachute jump--we may experience time suddenly slowing down
during the course of our descent. David Eagleman of Baylor College of
Medicine has researched this phenomenon and concluded that while time
itself is not altered, the density of our memory is radically accelerated while
we fall. It is as if we have a faster computer suddenly capable of downloading
more bytes of information in a shorter amount time. We record more
information during every moment and we feel as if each moment must be
longer. There's a dramatic, intuitive shift in our focus, and reality changes.
It need not be so dramatic--or potentially traumatic . . , when
with a jolt we realize they are not just twinkling dots. . . . Anthropologist
and writer Carlos Castaneda wrote about the Yaqui shamans, or naguals ,
who claimed they could change reality by changing how they focused
their personal energy. The point of their focus was called the assemblage
point. By shifting that assemblage point they changed their
awareness and, therefore, the reality they perceived. Working with
horses can produce a dramatic shift in our assemblage point. We see a
different landscape, one that is accessible through our right hemisphere
but not our left. Castaneda admonishes us:
The greatest flaw of human beings is to remain glued to the
inventory of reason. Reason doesn't deal with man as energy
. . . we are organisms that create energy. We are bubbles of
energy.
Horses immerse us into an energetic context beyond reason but within the
reach of emotion. They provide us with detailed feedback about how adept
(or clumsy) we are at feeling energy and moving it. We learn from our equine
partners how to clear our minds. We silence the incessant reminders
our brain is producing about our personal needs. . . . When we do, our
energetic output suddenly surges.

Hamilton only begins, in this passage, to explain why horses are able to so
exquisitely alter, respond to, and help people recover our core selves.
Horses help us realign our sense of time and reality in ways which we can
carry forward to improve the quality of our relationships with other people.
This consensual and mutual gift best articulates why Horse Helpers

needed to change our mission tofollow the lessons of our horses .

On other fronts, our Chester and Hank Educational Program, funded in part
by the Anne Cannon Foundation, continues to grow. We are adding a third
pony because of the number of children and programs we are doing. This
year is already booked up (31 visits) and we are scheduling into 2019. With
the help of the Anne Cannon Foundation, we are taking the education
program further aﬁeld going into Hickory and other schools off the mountain.
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Horse’s Mouth
to be a voice for and to protect all, equine through equine rescue, education, and
advocacy and to establish and inspire positive human-animal bonds.

New Mission Statement

An Example of Some of
Educational Organizations
Working with HHHC

Horse Helpers’ mission is to be a voice for, and to protect all
equine through equine rescue, education, and advocacy, and
to establish and inspire positive human-animal bonds.
• 4-H
• Yes Scholars
• Upward Bound
• Mountain Alliance
• WAMY
• NSLS
Horse Helpers long-range vision is to establish itself on its
Gear Up
own property adding space for additional horses and training •
• Head Start
facilities. Using the networks established across the region,
including Appalachian State University, HHHC is expanding We are excited to have 30 visits scheduled
its educational offerings to the equine and human community, throughout 2018!

Updated Vision Statement

facilitating greater understanding of the healing of humananimal bonds through meaningful inter-species relationships.

Thank you to our 2017 Donors and Grantors!

A new pop up antique show is
coming Boone, North Carolina
this summer.
Dalton Bain, a leading online
antique platform, has
announced the launch of the
Appalachian Antique Show.
The show will take place Friday
August 3rd through Sunday
August 5th at Whispering
Waters
Farms in Boone.
“We’ve designed this show to
bring together antique dealers,
interior designers, shoppers
and
tastemakers, all in one place,”
said Dalton Bain founder Ben
Cochrane.
“This show exempliﬁes
our commitment to giving
antique lovers easier access to
the country’s ﬁnest dealers.”

Upcoming Events
Eat. Drink. Bid.
Here at Horse Helpers we are gearing up for our 9th annual
Eat.Drink.Bid event and invite all of our community members to join
us! Eat.Drink.Bid is an annual silent and live auction with all
proceeds beneﬁting neglected, abused and abandoned horses and
our education programs. Each year we strive to create an exciting
evening full of entertainment, delicious food and amazing items to
bid on. Those in attendance will get the opportunity to meet some of
our rescues and hear their stories! The event venue is at
Whispering Waters Farm, Friday, September 14th between 5:30
and 8:30 PM. Whispering Waters farm is surrounded by the
Watauga River with a stunning backdrop of Grandfather mountain.
The transformed property still embodies the history of the area,
making it the perfect site for a horse fundraiser. Tickets are $75
prior to the event or $90 at the door, and can be purchased through
our website,
www.horsehelpersnc.org, Facebook or a Horse Helper volunteer.
We look forward to seeing you there!

Blowing Rock Charity Horse Show
Hunter/Jumper Show: July 24-29 & August 1-5

We will be driving golf carts and set up at a table
during both weeks of the upcoming Hunter/Jumper
Show!
$- #-$#'$+-##$- #$- - % -# %%- -%- +-%--%-#$-$)!-($-&-& &- *&-,(#-&"$-  &$-

     

Horse Spotlight: Rayn

Before: Rayn on 5/22
Rayn appeared on a Horse Helpers volunteer's property covered in bites, rain rot, and very thin. Wary of
humans, we though she would be much harder to catch...but hunger won out. We build a round pen and
coaxed her in with food, then backed the trailer to the opening and she went right on.
Rayn was having labored breathing when she first arrived, and was anemic, but overall the biggest
challenge was teaching her basic ground manners. She had never worn a halter, and had never been
touched or led. By the end of July, Rayn was out of quarantine and had been introduced to the herd.
She got pushier as she felt better, so starting her ground manners early was good. She loves people
and has a gentle sweet demeanor; she will lay her head in your arms now for a good scratch. Once her
heavy white winter coat was shed, we found a lovely little strawberry roan mare. We have never had a
strawberry roan before and she is so pretty!! Rayn is 2 & 1/2 and is continuing to fill out and gain
muscle. Her ground training will start in earnest in August and she'll begin getting exposure to all kinds
of new things. We are unsure of how big she'll get! Right now she looks like a large pony, but according
to the vet she has suffered long-term malnutrition, so now that she is getting good nutrition she may
have some significant growth spurts. It's exciting to have another baby on the farm to watch grow and
come into herself.
Rayn on 7/7

Volunteer Spotlight: Bo Bowman
As a man whose goal has always been to serve his community, Bo
Bowman seemed perfect for our first Volunteer Spotlight! Bo has been
volunteering with Horse Helpers for over three years, after retiring as
Boone's downtown US postman for over 30 years. The man knows
everyone, is interested in everything, and has built countless varied and
unique relationships during his time in Boone. Tom Pace introduced Bo
to Horse Helpers and he instantly fell in love . . . and so did we! Bo’s
only prior experience with horses was years before, when his teenage
daughter rode , but that didn't stop him from getting involved. Bo always
arrives at the barn ready to muck stalls. He doesn't stop until the stalls
are clean, and then he's off to have an afternoon craft beer. At the farm,
look for Bo and somewhere nearby you will find our minis Chester and
Hank. For a long time he has been Tom Pace’s right-hand man with
Chester's Barn Educational Program. Bo's presence over the years has
added spirit to our organization whether through mucking stalls, training
new volunteers, sharing insights, or just through his warm, welcoming
presence. Celebrate this wonderful volunteer by lifting your next beer (or
whatever you drink) to Bo!

Horse Helpers
1199 Odes Wilson Road
Zionville, NC 28698

